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Alphacool Eisdecke Laing
DDC Plexi Top V.2

$30.99

Product Images

Short Description

The tried and tested Laing DDC top has now been redesigned. For years now again and again, only small
improvements have been made. This major update differs both, visually and technically.
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Description

The tried and tested Laing DDC top has now been redesigned.

For years now again and again, only small improvements have been made. This major update differs both,
visually and technically.

Revisions: On the bottom there is space for the Laing DDC pump and in the front or on top the inlet and
outlet.
For even more flexibility, the Eisdecke gets three inlets and two outlets. Another feature is the new holder
keeping the entire unit a stable with great looks. Optional installation in 3.5 "drive bay is possible.
The top can be converted by using an adapter, which is given as an accessory, to an complete reservoir which
has also been revised.

For all the Casemodder: In this top there are four holes for 5mm LED’s.

Specifications

Technical Details:

Dimensions (LxWxH): 80 x 80 x 23mm
Material: Plexi
Threads: 5x ¼“

Scope of delivery:

1x Alphacool Eisdecke Laing DDC Plexi Top V.2
3x screw plug ¼“
2x stands
mounting material

Note regarding mounting: After mounting a small gap remains between pump and top. The tightness is given,
since the O-ring ensures a safe connection here. Therefore, do not over-tighten the screws too tightly, it can
cause damage to the lid.
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Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-13186

Weight 1.0000

Color Clear

Pump Type DDC

Material Acrylic

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197131865


